Solutions for Mining Companies

Not all information is important to your growth strategy. Some of it is vital.

Whether you are expanding production through acquisitions or exploration, it is crucial to evaluate opportunities thoroughly and reduce risk against market fluctuations. Our powerful research, analytics, and comprehensive data coverage of over 36,000 mining properties* provide the tools you can use to intelligently pursue business growth.

**Identify acquisition targets**
- Use our Project Screener tool to identify mines with early stage pre-resource projects which have achieved significant drilling results. Assess mine-level performance by reviewing operating metrics to determine the quality of your targets.
- Identify distressed assets for low-cost acquisitions opportunities by analyzing financial data and cash flow of your targeted companies.
- Create spatial alerts, search for claims ownership, and stay informed of opportunities to acquire new land or lapsed mining leases with our interactive mapping tool.
- Search for prospective investors or buyers for the purchase of your non-core assets.

**Benchmark your operational efficiency**
- Compare your mines with peer groups or potential targets for acquisitions with our Mine Economics cost curves. By understanding their cost structure, you can identify ways to improve your operational efficiency, evaluate key cost cutting strategies, and well-informed capital investment decisions.
- Extract data on production capacities and cash/production costs dating back 30 years to compare operation metrics and annual production with peer groups.

**Perform due diligence**
- Dive deep into a target company’s investments in the mining sector and company-level analytics including details on; financial performance, ratio benchmarking, debt, capital structure, and corporate strategies.
- Examine data on current, pending, and historical M&A deals, compare acquisition prices and valuation of companies with our M&A Excel template.
- Impress your board by easily exporting charts, graphs, and maps tailored to your proposal.

**Capitalize on major trends and developments**
- Supervise the performance of your company’s equity investments by creating a customized Excel template, and refresh the data on demand.
- Never miss a headline with our comprehensive, real-time global mining news coverage. Combining investigative reporting, commentary, and special features, our news integrates with the database and is accessible in the web and mobile platforms, news feeds, and email alerts.
- Make strategic decisions with added confidence by relying on our proprietary research reports including Corporate Exploration Strategies, State of the Market, Reserves Replacement Strategies, Industry Monitor, and Commodity Briefing Services. Our analysts put the raw data into perspective, highlighting key metrics from historical and current trends as well as forecasts of supply pipelines.
About S&P Global Market Intelligence

S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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